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Unveil true consumers expectations 
with search intelligence.

Search intelligence helps market analysts, 
brand managers & strategy consultants to 
process quickly massive amount of market 
data.

● Evaluate localized consumers interest in 
different product categories.

● Detect emerging brands & products in 
consumers awareness.

● Confirm the business potential of an 
international market or a marketing 
campaign.

About 95% of 
purchase decisions 
stem from at least 
one online search. 

Study Ipsos / Google 2019



Learn what consumers want with our search 
intelligence platform.

Collecting reliable data 
from search engines such 
as Google. No noise!

Revealing local trends, 
outliers & patterns in 
consumer behavior.

Detecting specific intents 
behind what consumers 
search online.



Case study.



Case study: alcohol-free 
beers in Europe.

Before launching a new alcohol-free 
beer product line in Western Europe, our 
client - one of the key players of the 
beer market - wants to validate multiple 
hypotheses for its go-to-market plan.

Facing a lack of reliable and easily 
accessible data, our client used our 
search intelligence platform to quickly 
understand how Europeans perceive all 
non-alcoholic beers that are offered to 
them. 



Plan your go-to-market 
strategy with facts.

Which brands have the best awareness in 
every country, region and major city?

When do people consume non-alcoholic 
drinks the most? Is seasonality similar in 
all countries & regions?

Is there any local trends associated with 
alcohol-free beer? Or specific brands?

What drive consumers to buy or neglect 
alcohol-free beers ? Is health a strong 
category attribute for potential buyers?



Using artificial intelligence, Trajaan 
discovered over 265 keywords 
revealing what consumers search 
about non-alcoholic beer, in four 
different languages.

● Branded products: Heineken 
0.0, Brewdog Nanny State ...

● Health intent: “is alcohol-free 
beer good during pregnancy?”

● Fitness intent: “is 
alcohol-free beer low in 
calories?”

● Transactional intent: “best 
non-alcoholic beers’

We detected more than 250+ different ways to 
search about non-alcoholic beers.



More than a niche: 2+ millions searches 
over the last 12 months. 

All together, these words 
were searched more than 2 
million times over the last 
12 months - in 4 different 
European countries.



When looking at monthly 
aggregated search volumes, we 
detect a strong correlation 
between Germany and France - 
with a peak during summer time.

While volume is always high in the 
UK, we can identify a strong Dry 
January trend in the UK after 
holiday season.

Demand for non-alcoholic beers is 
much steadier in Spain over the 
year.

Summer time: when non-alcoholic beers 
become a thing in France & Germany.



Most branded products are still locally implanted.

While drinking 
non-alcoholic beer is a 
common thing in Western 
Europe, only a few 
products can rely on a 
wide-spread awareness.

As an example, Tourtel 
Twist is mostly consumed 
in France, when Jever Fun 
is only big in Germany. 



The Brewdog Nanny State: an epic British 
(Scottish!) success.

In the UK, Brewdog has 
best brand awareness with 
their Nanny State beer. 

Very popular right after the 
holiday season, as well as 
the Heineken 0.0, Brewdog 
Nanny State has definitely 
get into British consumers 
subconscious mind - being 
their Dry January favorite!



Big cities & southern Länders spotted as 
major trend settlers in Germany.

To avoid statistical bias, we refine 
search volumes by the population 
to highlight the most sensitive 
locations to specific brands, 
products or topics.

Länders in Southern Germany 
appear to be more sensitive to 
alcohol-free beers than länders in 
the North. 

As in other countries, largest cities 
like Berlin or Hamburg gather the 
largest clusters of alcohol-free 
beers enthusiasts - not in volume 
but in terms of sensitivity.



Body shape is a strong but seasonal 
interest driver.

Automatically processed, 
unbiased questioning helps 
explain how consumer 
behaviour varies over time.

In the UK, growing interest in 
January is primarily driven by 
health concerns linked to 
“calories”.

- “Calories in non-alcoholic 
beers”

- “Dangers of non-alcoholic 
beers”

- “Is alcohol free beer bad for 
you/me”



Many Spanish consumers still concerned with 
alcohol-free products.

Spanish market tends to be 
very sensitive to health issues 
associated with the 
consumption of alcohol-free 
beer.

Whether it deals with weight 
gain or risks during pregnancy, 
Spaniards account for nearly 
36% of health intent queries 
across all 4 countries in the 
study although Spain only 
concentrates 14% of the total 
search volume.  



Learn more & beyond 
non-alcoholic beers.

🍺 Reveal consumers expectations 
towards different categories

● Ciders
● Craft beers
● Liquors

🥤 Detect local emerging trends
● Hard seltzers, a booming trend in 

Eastern Germany?

🌎 Validate an international market 
business potential

● Brazil : a promising market for 
alcohol-free beers?



Our Secret Sauce.



Process search data at scale with 
artificial intelligence. 

Our methodology is based on text analytics algorithms capable of quickly detect and 
measure all search queries of consumers, segmented by main regions/countries.

1- Extraction
We collect all words 
describing a market, 
scanning the Web 
(competitors & news 
media websites) with 
text analytics.

2- Over-generation
We search for all 
synonyms & wording 
variations to make 
sure we do not miss 
any meaningful signal.

3- Metrology
We fetch search 
volumes from Google 
to filter words that 
are actually searched 
by consumers.

4- Labelization
We detect words 
revealing a specific 
search intent - like 
love, hate, fear, 
purchase behavior or 
health issues.



Visualize all significant market trends & signals.

📈 Market structure
Reveal the most trending 
segments or keywords for 

each category. 

⚔ Competition
Discover which 

competitors capture 
consumers’ attention.

📍 Local trends
Identify specific locations 
with an highest sensitivity 

to market segments.



Get the big picture in 
less than 72 hours.

Traditional market research is biased, 
time-consuming - when not overpriced.

Trajaan helps you discover quickly & 
actionable insights based on reliable data: 
what consumers search online. 

Say bye to social media noise generated by 
bots and validate all hypotheses generated 
through qualitative surveys & brainstorm 
sessions.

Data quality

Faster time 
to insights

Retail 
measurement

Search 
intelligence

Social 
listening

Polling & 
surveys



Pay for answers you 
need.

One-shot reports starting from 500€
- Refine your business question with 

our customer success manager
- Wait for 72 hours for delivery
- Get a full search intelligence report 

on any market, in any eligible country

Licence fees: from 99€/month
- Monthly updates
- Unlimited users

Total of markets

Language complexity (zones)

Price



🙋 Need a full access to one dashboard? 
or simply learn more about our 
technology? Let’s have a quick chat over 
the phone ! 

🙌 Mail, LinkedIn or phone call, it is up to 
you.

💻 In any case, feel free to visit trajaan.io! 

😃 Happy to answer!

Tell us what you think!

Matthieu DANIELOU
Co-founder & CEO
📱 06 87 62 02 37
✉ matthieu@trajaan.io

http://trajaan.io


See you soon.

They trust us already.


